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this also helps you better know your audience you re not
making videos for yourself nor should you make a wide
range of videos trying to keep everybody happy
successful tiktokers make videos that they know their
audience will love it is much easier to devote your
attention to a particular group of people rather than just
making random content the good news is that numerous
websites swear to give you thousands of free tiktok coins
but the hard truth is are they safe are they trustworthy
well some might be but some are indeed a scam bitterly
some of the apps or websites can hack your tiktok
account and collect all your personal data it can even get
worse your bank and credit card information can also be
leaked i do not assure that such ruthless circumstances
will happen but yes the chances are hightiktok coins can
only be purchased directly from within the app the price
usually sits around 100 coins for 1 but it does fluctuate as
tiktok adjusts the prices for inflation and maximum
profitability many tiktok users have asked me the same
whether we can earn money on tiktok or not my short
answer for them was yes you can but you need to find the
right websites for that some may work always some may
work for few days and some won t work at all it s all about
updating the algorithms of these loot websites to match
that of tiktok if a website s admin is active in updating its
algo as soon as tiktok makes a change that website will
bring the results always for every users such websites are
rare of the rarest i would say the right websites that give
tiktok coins will help you earn some bucks fortunately we
have got one and now let s talk about making it to work to
earn some real cash using coins
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